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• Colourful comedy adventure '3 Minutes to Midnight' planned to release for Linux [2]

Scarecrow Studio [Official Site] have officially announced that their colourful comedy adventure 3 Minutes to Midnight with a trailer and it's coming to Linux.

• RAZED will bring lightning-fast platformer racing to Linux on September 14th[3]

Soaked in some vibrant colours, lightning-fast platformer RAZED will requiring a good pair of running shoes when it releases with Linux support on September 14th.

Developed by Warpfish Games with a sprinkle of publishing from PQube Limited, RAZED is promising an exciting speedrunning experience across the 60 levels being included at release. These levels are spread out across six different worlds, each of them having their own unique flavour. Each world will also come with an ability to unlock, along with a boss battle.

• XCOM 2 to possibly get another expansion with 'TLE' [4]

There's rumours circling around about XCOM 2 getting a new expansion and it seems whatever it turns out to be that Linux support should be there.
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